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AI and cybersecurity incidents detection

Proactive early detection of prospective cybersecurity incidents

needs the ontological contextualization of cybersecurity events 

and incidents namely an ontological representation of specific 

knowledge

The application of AI solutions to knowledge representation is 

favoured by technologies to be implemented by domain specific 

content



L. Obrst, P. Chase, R. Markeloff, Developing an Ontology

of the Cyber SecurityDomain
(Semantic Technologies for Intelligence, Defense and Security (STIDS) 2012, October 23-26, 2012)

Enabling Automated Active Defense

❑ Existing standards are descriptive languages implemented in XML

– XML lacks formal semantics

❑ Semantic models of these standards would enable:

– Integrating existing data silos

– Bringing automated reasoning to bear on malware detection

❑ Would this make it possible to find Flame, Stuxnet?

– Probably not today

❑ Could potentially apply the 80-20 rule to malware defense

– 80% of incursions handled automatically

– 20% require human intervention



General ontologies frameworks
UCO: A Unified Cybersecurity Ontology: Zareen Syed, Ankur Padia, Tim Finin, Lisa Mathews

and Anupam Joshi, 2016)
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Artificial intelligence and data

Modeling of data and of logical semantic relationships

Design and development of the model: data clusters, 

univocal definition of terminology, search functions

Technological translation into the platform and data 

implementation

Metadata languages

Metadata applications

Data representation formats
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Ontologies and taxonomies in cybersecurity: 

conceptual and operative functions

Ontologies: logical semantic systems of entities and 
relationships based on a high level definition as applied to 
the cybersecurity domain

Best definitions are contextualized entities and relations

Taxonomies: mainly hierarchical classes with single 
decontextualized  entities 
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The biases of cybersecurity ontologies

The solution to the inadequacy of most ‘ontologies’ touches on 

the theoretical bias that has to do with the needed upper level 

representation of an ontology. Most ontologies do not include this 

abstract level representation and appear rather as subdomains or 

specific entities descriptions: semantic threat modeling, 

cyberthreat intelligence, etc.

The second flaw in cybersecurity ontologies literature refers to the 

controlled semantic vocabulary that should allow for an 

unambiguous and contextualized definition of entities/ entries. 



Correlation of data features

❑Asset analysis

❑Different safety equipment (IDS, Intrusion prevention 
system, firewall, antivirus system, system security audit, 

honeynet, etc.)

❑Correlation of asset analysis and safety equipment  
with the ontology and the events and incidents 
recording data bases 
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POC: the enabling cybersecurity ontology

platform

Pragmema’s POC is a prototype platform on Liferay 

technology that releases a suite of cybersecurity services 

including:

❑ a contextualized controlled  semantic vocabulary

❑ risk assessment and risk evaluation tools

❑ statistical data 

❑ the events and  ‘incidents’ recording database



The perspective predictive service: 

POC’s RKIM 

The perspective predictive service operated by POC’s 

RKIM can be released by processing ontological variables 

strata

The reverse knowledge incident modelling (RKIM) operates 

through strata of clustered variables as included in POC at 

different structured levels



The Pragmema cybersecurity ontology: POC

➢ The univocal application of the representation concepts, entities 

and relations as conceived in upper and mid-level ontology 

➢ Constituents: cybersecurity domain ontology, cybersecurity 

pragmatic ontology, cybersecurity knowledge, semantic 

vocabulary, subdomain ontologies (financial, automotive, etc.)

➢ Different level entities, semantic and pragmatic relations
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The cybersecurity domain ontology



The cybersecurity pragmatic ontology



The incidents recording databases

filling in 

archive



The filling in data base



The archive



The controlled semantic vocabulary



Search results for malware



The contextualized entity



POC’s Knowledge: the graph representation



The reverse knowledge incident modelling 

(RKIM)for The Ukraine’s case study

The Ukraine’s case study can illustrate the need for clustering 

different variables in incidents reporting

Our approach, the reverse knowledge incident modelling (RKIM), 

is presented through a sample of clustered variables as already 

included in POC, at different structured levels, by means of a 

graph representation



The Ukraine’s Power Grid Incident 
(Knownsec Security Team, Malicious Code Analysis on Ukraine's Power Grid 

Incident, 2016)

“At the end of December 2015, the network 
system of Ukrainian power companies was 
attacked by hackers, leaving most areas of 
western Ukraine in the dark…security teams 
overseas claimed that this incident was related to 
the Black Energy trojan and some malicious code 
samples had been acquired and analysed”



The Bejjng Knownsec Security Team analysed 26 samples acquired 

by Tencent PC Manager Team and reported the analysis and 

process of the entire incident



This is the assumed reconstruction of the attack. Data 

for analysis was acquired from different sources

“1. Attackers use Office Sand Worm (run with administrator 
access + CVE-2014-4114) to carry out watering hole attacks. 
The victim hosts will execute malicious code to interact with 
remote C&C servers. Some system information will be sent to 
C&C servers;

2. SandWorm (macro virus) performs malicious operations 
using the remote execution vulnerability (CVE-2014-0751) of 
Industrial Control HMI (Human Machine Interface). The aim is 
to carry out attacks within the internal network and access the 
Industrial Control HMI of GE Cimplicity, Advantech/Broadwin
WebAccess, and Siemens WinCC etc. so as to control the 
internal networkdirectly;



3. Attackers use vulnerability to implant BlackEnergy into HMI;

4.The implanted BlackEnergy opens the Dropbear SSH 
backdoor and listens port 6789 so as to provide convenience 
to host communication;

5. Attackers start the Kill Disk component according to the 
plan and cause destructive influence by destroying 
(formating) host disks” .

Interaction with external C&C servers by the attackers is 
crucial and vulnerabilities of the system allow for the attack 
as well.



The inside ‘kill chain’ reconstruction



The RKIM 

The POC reverse knowledge incident modelling (RKIM) starts from 

the technological data representing an incident and the diverse 

logical paths involved

The ordered links of the path are considered concurrent variables 

for an incident reporting

These links/nodes are considered sets of variables as linked by 
the ontology specification at different levels



The incident representation

The incident representation is related to potential or factual  

logical semantic relationships at the diverse levels of 

knowledge structuring within the global ontology

Different concurrent nodes for different incidents are 

considered as conditioning contextual variable factors of 

incidents



Specific filters and different strata

Specific filters of different clusters of variables can 
offer a recurrent confirmation of incident paths for 

different or differing incidents (i.e. in code injection) 
reporting



The longitudinal and statistical recording

Longitudinal reports of similar or different attack 

mechanisms/paths should release predictive 

results of incoming threats on the basis of filters  

of different clusters of data according to the 
POC knowledge representation 

A semantic graph representation of POC nodes 

and links is as follows



A node links representation starting from a specific incident to 

be recorded according to a few variables of the ones required 

for incident data registration appears as follows



POC’s analytical reconstruction of the 

Ukraine’s incident



As a conclusion: the completeness and

relatedness of data

In our ontology platform,  recorded data as offered by the 

Ukraine’s attack reconstruction are partial

The further system of filtering through different connected 

clusters of specific variables according to the POC ontology 

provides longitudinal comparison of incidents and will release 

predictive perspectives



That’s all: thanks!!!


